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INTRODUCTION 

The CRM to Exchange Synchronization is a Windows Forms application that communicates between Microsoft 
Dynamics CRM and Exchange Server in order to Synchronize between the members of CRM Marketing Lists 
and Distribution Lists that exist on the Exchange Server.  

The application verifies the same members exist in both location, and modifies or adds information to the 
Exchange Server based on changes in Microsoft Dynamics CRM.  

This process enables sending e-mail via Microsoft Outlook/Exchange to the most updated lists of users and 
contacts in Exchange. 

 

ABOUT BRITE GLOBAL 

Established in 2005, Brite Global is a leader in delivering 
Microsoft Dynamics CRM and xRM solutions to business 
customers. As a Microsoft Gold Certified Partner, Brite Global has 
an impressive and rapidly growing list of customers benefiting 
from Microsoft Dynamics CRM solutions. We have embraced the 
Power of Choice by providing our customers the choice of a 
hosted, on-premises or hybrid delivery options. 

Headquartered in Beverly Hills, CA with offices in Atlanta, GA and Europe, Brite Global provides CRM and 
software solutions to business in multiple industries including Public Sector and Education, Financial Services, 
Real Estate, Media and Entertainment, Not for Profit, Retail and Manufacturing, Sports and Recreation, and 
Professional Services. For more information, visit www.briteglobal.com.  

 

 

 

 

  



CONFIGURING THE APPLICATION 

After the installation and initial registration process is complete, it is time to run the application and configure 
it. When you load up the application for the first time, there will be no objects in our list of entities to 
synchronize.  

 

In order to create a Synchronization Process, we will need to create the relationship between the CRM 
Marketing Lists and Exchange Server distribution Groups.  

However, before creating the relationship between the CRM Marketing Lists and Exchange Distribution Groups, 
we should take a look at the synchronization settings, and configure any additional changes that are required. 

 

EXCHANGE SERVER SETTINGS 

Clicking on the File Menu and Exchange Settings will display the Exchange Setting container with the current 
system settings, as shown in the screenshot below. Most of the settings were configured during the 
registration process, with the exception of the Exchange Contact Alias and Exchange Contact Name settings. 



 

You will notice that the Exchange Contact Alias and Exchange Contact Name are made up of two fields. The 
first one is a drop down, and the second is a regular text field. 

The drop down contains 3 options. Prefix, Separator and Suffix, which specify the location where the custom 
text will appear.  

For example, if I would like my CRM aliases to be crm_FirstNameLastName, I would have to specify the 
Exchange Contact alias option of prefix with crm_ in the textbox next to it. If you would like to have a separator 
such as a period between the first name and last name, you would just specify Separator as the alias option 
and type “.” (period) in the text box next to it. 

The same logic follows for the Exchange Contact Name. 

In case that you are using the xrm_contactid field as an autonumber in CRM (or another field), you can add the 
Contact Id number to these fields. If you specified this field in the CRM Settings tab, the autonumber will 
automatically be appended to the Exchange Contact Alias. You can add that to the Exchange Contact Name as 
well by using the # (pound) sign in the location where you want it. For example, entering a suffix for Exchange 
Contact Name that will display “ – CRM#” will show the following result as the Contact Name in CRM:  
{FirstName LastName – CRM12345}. Remember that this is the name and not the display name. 

The reason for the logic above is to prevent the application from not synchronizing particular contacts. Active 
Directory and Exchange do not allow for duplicate Distinguished Names or Aliases. 

CRM SERVER SETTINGS 

Clicking on the File Menu and CRM Settings will display the CRM Setting container with the current system 
settings, as shown in the screenshot below. The connection and login settings were configured during the 
registration process, with the exception of the attributes/field settings. 



 

The screenshot above displays four fields that can be used with the application. We will start with the bottom 
three, and then discuss the Required Attributes text box field. 

The Custom field name is the name of the field that is used for auto numbering. This field is optional, and if not 
specified no suffix will be added to the Exchange alias field. If you have a different field that is used for auto 
numbering or specifying a unique value for each contact, you can specify it here.  
During installation, the xrm_contactid field was created for this purpose, but a different field can be used. 

The Exchange Alias field name is a required field. This field stores the unique alias that was used to synchronize 
between CRM and Exchange. After the Exchange contact record is created, the name of the alias will be stored 
in CRM for future modifications to the Exchange Mail Contact record.  
If an alias exists in CRM, but does not exist in Exchange, a new mail contact will be created with this alias. 

The Revision No field can be used if specifying revisions for the CRM contact record or if a plugin executes on 
the Contact Update message and you would like to allow modifications to the record. This field is optional. 

The required attributes field will specify the fields that were added below. Any field that was added in any of 
the three text boxes beneath will be required to be added to the Required Attributes field. The table below 
shows an example of this configuration: 

Custom Field 
Name 

Exchange Alias Field 
Name 

Revision No Field 
Name 

Required Attributes 

xrm_contactid xrm_exchangealias xrm_revision xrm_contactid;xrm_exchangealias;xrm_revision 
xrm_contactid xrm_exchangealias  xrm_contactid;xrm_exchangealias 
 xrm_exchangealias  xrm_exchangealias 

 

 


